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Abstract
This study focuses on the equity of basic medical insurance. Through reviewing a large number of relevant literatures, the theoretical sources, measurement methods and empirical research on equity in basic medical insurance
are summarized. The study found that scholars currently conduct research on
the equity of basic medical insurance mainly from the two theories of welfare
economics and social justice theory. Scholars generally use the concentration
index, the level index, and the regression method to measure the equity of basic medical insurance. Many empirical studies have shown that basic medical
insurance improves the level of health care and health on the one hand, but
on the other hand it widens the fair gap between the insured and the
non-insured. This paper concluded that the current equity of basic medical
insurance still has certain limitations, and future research can progress toward related research. I hope this study can provide a reference for improving
health and equity.
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1. Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO) put Health Equity as the subject of the
report in the 2000 World Health Report and defined health equity as: whether it
is defined by social, economic, demographic, geographic, etc. there is no health
gap between them. Since then, scholars from various countries have begun to
pay attention to the fairness of the Health Care system or the Medical Insurance
system.
In order to effectively alleviate the problems of expensive medical treatment
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and to promote people’s fair access to medical and health services, the Chinese
government has made tremendous efforts and has successively introduced a
number of policy measures to continuously improve the basic medical security
system. As of 2017, China’s basic medical insurance coverage exceeded 1.3 billion people, almost universal health insurance. In China, one of the important
institutional goals of the basic medical insurance system is to achieve health equity. Under the influence of basic medical insurance, the enthusiasm of people for
medical treatment has been significantly improved, the level of medical and health
services has improved, and the use of medical self-pay has also declined [1].
The implementation of the basic medical insurance system will benefit more
vulnerable groups and guarantee their right to health. However, in China, the
types of basic medical insurance that different groups participate in are different,
and the treatment they enjoy is different. Is this difference caused by institutional differences reasonable? Will it result in unfair treatment or unhealthy? This
article will focus on the issue of equity of basic medical insurance. On the basis
of literature research, this paper summarizes the theoretical sources, measurement methods and influencing factors of China’s basic medical insurance equity,
and then, the author summarizes the current research situation of scholars on
the equity of basic medical insurance, and proposes possible follow-up research
directions to provide reference for the improvement of China’s basic medical
insurance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: firstly, the theoretical
source of the fairness of basic medical insurance, the second part introduces the
current research on the equity of basic medical insurance, and the third part is
the author’s review of relevant research.

2. The Theoretical Source of Equity in Basic Medical Insurance
Like most countries’ health protection systems, the institutional goals of China’s
basic medical insurance system are not only social equity, but also the optimal
allocation of social medical service resources. Based on this, the academic source
of the fairness of the basic medical insurance system generally comes from two
aspects. Part of this is the theory of welfare economics based on the optimization
of resource allocation, and others are the theory of social justice based on the
principle of priority of the weak. These two theories are classic theories of social
security issues, and they have a strong explanatory role in studying the equity of
basic medical insurance. Scholars usually start from these two theories, study the
issue of equity in basic medical insurance, and obtain the basis for the fair value
selection of basic medical insurance from the theory.
From the theoretical perspective of resource allocation optimization, scholars
believe that the basic medical insurance system should balance the relationship
between distribution efficiency and distribution justice. More scholars tend to
support the distributional efficiency over distribution justice. For example,
Douthit N (2015) believes that the US health insurance system flexibly uses the
power of the market [2]. The government, enterprises and employees share the
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.74030
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medical insurance contributions. The private sector is responsible for operating
the insurance fund, so the efficiency is high and the government has no financial
burden. On the other hand, the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) reflects the
drawbacks of neglecting the efficiency of distribution. The highly inclusive
health care benefits, while reflecting the distributional justice, bring a heavy financial burden and low health system efficiency [3]. Although the welfare economic theory advocates the optimization of resource allocation, there is no clear
standard for the definition of “optimal”. In general, if we ignore the issue of equity in order not to increase the financial burden of the government, it will cause
social instability.
In addition, many scholars use Rawls’ social justice theory to demonstrate the
equity of the health protection system or the medical security system based on
the perspective of “weak priority”. Wagstaff (2000) believes that the socially disadvantaged groups should be the focus of government social insurance, and the
government should do its utmost to protect the health rights of these social bottoms [4]. In practice, many countries and regions have incorporated the principle of “weak priority” into specific medical insurance opportunities. For example, in Taiwan, the income of lower-income groups from insurance is higher
than that of higher-income groups [5], which played a certain role in narrowing
the gap between rich and poor.
Whether it is focusing on resource allocation optimization or tending to protect vulnerable groups, the ultimate discussion is the relationship between efficiency and equity. How to balance the relationship between efficiency and fairness has become an important link in the construction of national institutional
systems. The development of China’s basic medical insurance system has gone
through many stages, and the issue of equity in the basic medical insurance system has become a hot topic in academic circles.

3. Advances in Empirical Research on Fairness
in Basic Medical Insurance
3.1. The Connotation of the Equity in Basic Medical Insurance
Before conducting the study of equity in the basic medical insurance system,
scholars will define the meaning of “equity”. Equity is a different concept than
Equality. Equality represents the undifferentiated equivalence, and fairness
represents the choice of discriminatory treatment.
Equity is a concept related to value orientation and value choice, which is difficult to define. In Whitehead’s 1992 article, his defined the equity of health care
as: equal access to available care for equal need; equal use to meet equal needs;
equal quality of care for all [6]. Whitehead’s definition of health care equity encompasses three aspects. First, equal access to health care for the same needs
means that the same care needs should be obtained between groups and groups,
because they have equal opportunities for health care; Secondly, equal use to
meet the need for equality, that is, the equal use of health care services, is a
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.74030
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process fair; Third, everyone who enjoys the same quality of health care emphasizes fair results. Based on the definition of equity in health care, some scholars
began to analyze the equity of China’s basic medical insurance system. China’s
basic medical insurance system was originally established to solve problems such
as “difficulty in seeing a doctor” and “expensive medical treatment”. The purpose is to promote fair access to medical and health services. The equity of the
basic medical insurance system is mainly reflected in the coverage and medical
or health services. The coverage of the basic medical insurance system has been
greatly improved after the new medical reform, which means that most people
have equal access to health care opportunities and equity in opportunities are
realized [7]. In terms of the level of medical or health services, including the accessibility of medical resources, the utilization level of medical and health services, and the proportion of reimbursement for medical expenses, China’s medical or health resources are significantly different between urban and rural areas
[8]. There are also differences in the number of medical services and reimbursement rates for different types of basic medical insurance [9]. How to ensure
that these differences are kept within reasonable limits and that the level of
health care services is fair is further explored.

3.2. Medical Resource Allocation and Equity
One of the important contents of the health care system is the rational allocation
of medical and health resources, and the efficiency of the health care system has
been improved through the optimal combination of medical and health resources. The fair distribution of medical resources is the goal of the modern
medical security system. Whether it is a medical unfair comparison within the
country or globally, it is ultimately more specific to study the relationship between medical resource allocation and the equity of medical service utilization.
The allocation of health care resources affects the fair use of health care services. That is to say, the accessibility of health care resources may reflect the
fairness of the health insurance system than the availability [10].
Meng Q et al. (2012) analyzed the data of China’s 2003-2011 NHSS survey and
found that there is an obvious inequity distribution of medical and health resources in China [1]. This kind of inequity is not only reflected in the quantity of
medical and health resources, but also in the quality of medical and health resources. The city has more medical resources than the rural areas and better
quality. The developed eastern regions are richer in health care resources than
the less developed regions of the central and western regions. Although China’s
rapid urbanization has led to a large number of people moving from rural to urban areas, these rural immigrants are usually not eligible to participate in urban
health insurance plans. For rural-to-urban immigrants, even if they participate
in the New Rural Cooperative Medical Care, it is difficult to obtain compensation for health care in urban areas [11]. In addition, the distribution of urban
and rural health care resources is uneven, and will also be affected by the income
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.74030
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gap. It is reported that the income inequality in health care services is greater
than in urban areas in rural areas because of the greater income disparity among
rural populations. In rural areas, people with higher incomes are more likely to
get out of the countryside to enjoy better health care resources than those with
lower incomes because of their higher affordability [12]. Differences in the allocation of health care resources have led to poor access to health care services in
underdeveloped and rural areas, which further affects the level of utilization of
their health services and may ultimately lead to differences in health performance. The role of basic medical insurance in these links may also be affected.
The unfair use of health care services is often caused by the unfair distribution
of social resources, especially medical resources. The negative correlation is reflected in the large differences in the total amount of medical resources between
rich countries and poor countries. Moreover, the resulting health outcomes are
inequitable [13]. In contrast, health care systems in low- and middle-income
countries have many weaknesses, the most obvious of which is inadequate financial protection for specific population groups. The government has taken less
fiscal measures to improve the health care utilization and quality of care of these
groups [10]. In other words, in these low- and middle-income countries, health
care resources are more inclined to groups with higher social status, and the
support for vulnerable groups is insufficient. For example, in China, although
China has established the world’s largest social security net, the problems of low
security level and unbalanced resource allocation have become increasingly
prominent. As far as urban residents’ medical insurance is concerned, Pan J et al.
(2016) used the survey data of urban residents’ medical insurance households
from 2007 to 2011, and estimated the income distribution by using two models
to find that the income of low- and middle-income groups is low [14]. In the
case of high-income groups, in other words, government subsidies that should
promote universal health insurance flow more to the rich. Specifically, Liu X. et

al. (2012) found that the level of outpatient utilization was not significantly affected by basic medical insurance through the analysis of household surveys in
urban and rural areas in China, while the level of hospitalization utilization was
significantly affected by basic medical insurance [15]. China has achieved higher
basic health insurance coverage in a short period of time. However, the poor
have benefited less from the new rural cooperative medical insurance in terms of
health service utilization [16].
The allocation of medical and health resources has a significant impact on the
fairness of the utilization of medical and health services. Such conclusions have
been received by many scholars, but the impact is positive or negative, and
scholars’ views are also different. As Levy and Meltzer (2008) concluded, they
reviewed the impact of health care insurance on the level of health care services
and health [17]. Many studies available internationally do not show the level of
health care coverage and health care. However, existing research indicates that
social health insurance plans can improve the level of health care utilization and
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.74030
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health of some population groups, such as the elderly and children, and the key
is to evaluate the criteria for these health care plans.

3.3. Standards and Evaluation of the Equity
of Basic Medical Insurance System
Because of the different understanding of the connotation of medical health
protection, scholars also hold different opinions on how to evaluate and measure
the equity of the medical insurance system. In fact, a large part of the evaluation
of the equity of the medical and health insurance system depends on the institutional goals of these different medical and health insurance systems from the beginning of establishment. Generally speaking, “equal opportunity” is the first
principle of medical insurance system, but in fact, when evaluating and measuring
the equity of medical health protection, more scholars pay attention to the process
of using health care services between individuals or groups at the micro level, such
as the fairness of the quantity, quality and cost of medical and health services.
When studying the equity of China’s basic medical insurance system, in general, scholars or experts mainly evaluate the equity of the basic medical insurance system from the macro level or the micro level.
1) Macro level
At the macro level, many scholars generally measure the equity of China’s basic medical insurance system in terms of institutional coverage, public health
status, and allocation efficiency of basic medical insurance resources.
In terms of institutional coverage, Wagstaff et al. (2010) compared the effects
of China’s “new medical reform” through empirical research and found that the
“new medical reform” solved the medical and health system that China faced in
the new millennium [18]. The most obvious one is that the emergence of the
new rural cooperative medical system not only increased the subsidies for farmers’ health care, but also further expanded the coverage of medical insurance,
which reduced the coverage of insurance in the vast rural areas of China and
urban areas. On the other hand, Ming Q. et al. (2015), through research on China’s basic medical insurance system, also found that in order to expand the coverage of the basic medical insurance system, China has adopted a different basic
medical insurance system type for different groups [19]. Therefore, a fragmented
medical insurance system has been formed, which has brought about low utilization efficiency of medical and health services. This fragmented basic medical insurance system is an important factor in the unfair proportion of people’s health
care in China.
In terms of public health, scholars generally use the Concentration Index, the
Horizon Inequity Index, or the regression method to measure differences in health
status between countries, between regions, and between individuals [7] [20].
In terms of the efficiency of basic medical insurance resource allocation, Gong
Y. et al. (2018) found that the quality of community health services was significantly improved by using the 2008 and 2011 Chinese community survey data to
compare the variables of community medical service quality before and after the
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.74030
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new medical reform [21]. After the health care reform, community health hospitals have further improved the average floor area, quantity and equipment. In
addition, Zhou X. et al. (2011) used the panel data from 1991 to 2007 in 30
provinces of China as samples to perform local linear estimation of the data [22].
The results show that in China, rural and urban health care and medical services
are highly flexible; in addition, the share of health care and medical services in
the total consumption expenditure varies widely between urban and rural areas,
mainly due to urban and rural basic medical insurance. The difference in reimbursement ratio is large. Si L. et al. (2016) conducted a benefit-related analysis of
government medical subsidy data (GHS) in the 2003 and 2008 China Health
Service Surveys [8]. The results showed that the fairness of government subsidies
in outpatient medical services improved. However, there is no such thing as
hospital health services, and high-income people are the main beneficiaries of
government medical subsidies.
2) Micro level
At the micro level, scholars focus on the differences in the level of utilization
of health services between individuals and the differences in health levels, and
explore the relationship between these differences and the basic medical insurance system.
In the level of utilization of health care services, “utilization of health care services” generally refers to the number of medical services and the cost of medical
services in related research in the West [23]. In China, “health services” mainly
include the two aspects of outpatient services and inpatient services, and “health
utilization” is generally operated as the frequency of outpatient services and inpatient services and the cost of outpatient and inpatient services.
In terms of the utilization level of medical and health services, ZHOU Z L et
al. (2014) used the propensity score matching method (PSM) to conduct empirical research on the survey data of Shaanxi Province, China [9]. The study found
that the medical insurance system is an important factor affecting people’s use of
health care services. The inequality index of outpatient and inpatient services for
residents with and without medical insurance is more than 10%. Cai J. et al.
(2017) used the CHNS data from 1991 to 2006 to use socioeconomic status as a
control variable, and analyzed that medical insurance has improved people’s
outpatient and hospitalization rates [24]. Specifically, urban workers’ medical
insurance is most significant. It can be seen that medical insurance increases the
utilization rate of medical services for those who have medical insurance, and on
the other hand, it further expands the medical care between medical insured and
non-medical insured or between different medical insurers user. On the other
hand, although the continuous improvement of the medical insurance system
has increased the proportion of reimbursement for medical expenses, it has also
created new unfair issues. Si L et al. (2016) conducted a fair analysis of the proportion of China’s urban and rural medical insurance reimbursement [8]. The
study found that medical insurance is conducive to improving the fairness of
outpatient medical services between urban and rural areas, but it does not imDOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.74030
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prove the difference in the cost of hospitalization services between urban and
rural areas. The high-income group in cities is the beneficiary of medical insurance. Although health insurance can improve people’s health care service use,
the effect varies from person to family and from the health insurance system
[25]. There is an inequality in the probability and frequency of people using
health services, and this inequity is clearly beneficial to the rich [26]. Basic medical insurance solves some of the burden of medical expenses for patients, but
this proportion is relatively low. In the face of serious illness, family economic
status and personal socioeconomic status play an important role in the use of
medical and health services.
At the health level, scholars generally divide the “health status” into two aspects: subjective health status and objective health status. In terms of objective
health, in general, after controlling for variables of personal characteristics, regions, and socioeconomic status, people with basic medical insurance have a
lower chance of developing chronic diseases than those without basic medical
insurance. One possible explanation is that people with basic health insurance
have higher health care and better prevention of chronic diseases [27]. Yin H. et
al. (2017) conducted a study on the factors affecting Chinese women with
chronic diseases by using the 2008 China National Health Service Survey data
[28]. The results show that socioeconomic status factors are related to the increased risk of non-communicable diseases among Chinese women. Social economic status factors play a key intermediary role in the correlation between
non-communicable diseases. In terms of mental health, Song L. et al. (2015)
used data from the US and China surveys in 2004 to analyze the impact of socioeconomic status on health and to explain the health effects of reference
groups [29]. The main dependent variables show that the comparative reference
group theory is more applicable to the United States, and the socioeconomic
status determinism is more applicable to China. Specifically, in China, adults
who believe that their income is lower than the income of social interactions are
less physically and mentally healthy, while the opposite adults are healthier and
basic medical insurance has little effect. In addition, Paolucci et al. (2014) analyzed the policy preferences of Chinese health policy makers, and found that
respondents strongly prefer efficiency standards, rather than fairness standards
[30], that is, to consider overall health beneficiaries and cost-effectiveness. Reflected in health outcomes, groups with higher levels of health insurance have
better health outcomes.

4. Review of Equity Research in Basic Medical Insurance
Scholars have not yet formed a unified view on the definition of equity in basic
medical insurance system. Jia Kang, vice president of the Chinese Finance Association, has defined the “equity” in basic medical insurance. He believes that “the
starting point fairness” and “process fairness” mean “Fairness” in English, and
“the result is fair” means equity. In many foreign literatures, scholars often use
“Equity” to express the meaning of fairness. It can be seen that in the foreign liDOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.74030
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terature on the fairness of China’s basic medical insurance, most of the “fairness” point to “fairness of results.”
However, scholars have not yet formed a unified statement on the criteria for
evaluating the fairness of the basic medical insurance system. Some scholars tend
to measure the fairness of the basic medical insurance system from a macro
perspective, using the allocation of medical and health resources, the public
health status, and the financing system of the basic medical insurance system.
However, this method of measurement is easy to ignore the basic medical insurance evaluation of the protection of vulnerable groups. Another part of the
scholars tends to measure the equity of the basic medical insurance system from
a micro perspective. This part of the study usually separates the level of medical
service utilization from the level of health for research. There is also a complex
relationship between the use of medical services and the level of health. On the
one hand, higher levels of health care can promote health, and on the other
hand, groups with weaker health may use health care services more frequently.
Therefore, when measuring the fairness of the basic medical insurance system
from a microscopic point of view, the level of utilization of health care services
should be combined with the level of health, and the interaction between the two
should be considered. In addition, some scholars measure the fairness of basic
medical insurance from the perspective of “cost-benefit”, but this method also
has limitations. Because health care behavior is not a simple economic behavior,
it cannot be simply considered in people’s lives and health care. If you have the
ability to meet the income and expenditure, you need to consider the support
capabilities of the basic medical insurance system.
In China, the implementation of basic medical insurance enables people to
enjoy medical and health services at a lower cost, and to a certain extent avoids
the phenomenon that people can delay treatment because they cannot afford the
cost of medical services. This not only improves the level of people’s use of
health care services, but also promotes health equity to a certain extent. However, the impact of different basic health insurance on health care utilization and
health outcomes is different. Specifically, the effect of higher-level basic medical
insurance on reducing health inequities is more obvious. Therefore, in order to
thoroughly study the fairness of basic medical insurance, the key factor of basic
medical insurance type must be considered. The issue of fairness in the basic
medical insurance system is related to people’s specific well-being and social stability, but the method of measuring its fairness has not yet been formed, and
there is still much room for research.
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